2006 explorer sport trac

The Sport Trac is new from the ground up, including its innovative cargo box with tiered storage
and a trio of integrated storage bins, complete with drain plugs. The first thing one notices
about the Ford Sport Trac is its contemporary new look, which blends tough truck exterior cues
also found on the new Explorer and F pickup. From the B-pillar forward, the Sport Trac design is
shared with the Explorer, including the standard chrome-finished grille, powerdome aluminum
hood, and pronounced wheel arches. The rear doors are unique, and the C-pillar arch serves as
a visual separation between the people space and cargo space. The box is notched, allowing
customers to place two 2x4 boards across the span to provide tiered storage of materials â€”
including the ubiquitous 4x8 sheets of plywood. The bins are recessed into the bed floor, with
two six-pack-sized bins in the right and left rear of the box and one large bin that runs the
length of the box headboard. The bins are equipped with weather-resistant lids and removable
drain plugs for storing wet gear or ice. An available tubular aluminum cargo cage acts as a
cargo divider or can be swung out as a bed extender for extra storage capacity when the
tailgate lowered. An optional, locking hard tonneau cover keeps gear secure from the weather
and would-be thieves. Sport Trac is equipped with Berber-carpeted floor mats, further
complementing its rugged image. The interior seats five passengers and benefits from many of
the same noise, vibration, and harshness improvements of the Explorer , making for an
exceptionally quiet and comfortable cabin. Two-tone leather seating surfaces are available, as
are heated front seats with way power adjustment. Unique interior door-release handles are
another innovation found in the interior, ergonomically designed to the shape of the human
hand at rest. Sport Trac features a new console-mounted gear selector designed after that of the
F pickup. The standard audio system features a CD player with MP3 compatibility, and can be
upgraded to the available six-disc, in-dash CD player with powered subwoofer. Standard 4. The
4. The torque curve is designed to be relatively flat across the entire engine range and to
provide strong performance at nearly any engine speed. New engine calibrations and improved
emissions controls cut NOx emissions by 74 percent â€” from In fact, fuel economy is expected
to match the previous model, even though the Sport Trac is more than five inches longer â€”
and almost two inches wider â€” than before. The V-6, equipped with a standard five-speed
automatic, delivers a maximum 5, pounds of towing capacity, and 1, pounds of payload. For
additional capability, the Sport Trac owners can now opt for an available V The new V-8 is
paired with a class-exclusive six-speed automatic transmission. This increases safety and
security without compromising fuel economy or NVH. Capability and refinement start with the
foundation of any vehicle: the chassis. The new Sport Trac frame is shared with the Explorer,
with a few significant changes:. To capitalize on the stiffer frame, engineers developed all-new
front and rear suspensions for the Sport Trac. The front suspension features a short- and
long-arm design with coil-over shocks. New monotube shocks are tuned for softer damping of
harsh impacts â€” such as potholes and expansion joints â€” while providing exemplary body
control over larger road undulations and while cornering. For the first time, the Sport Trac
features an independent rear suspension with a patent-pending, trailing blade design. IRS offers
significantly better handling over both smooth and rough surfaces as each wheel reacts
independently to bumps in the road, moving up and rearward simultaneously to absorb the
bumps and reduce impact harshness. Sizable, four-wheel disc brakes are standard, as is the
four-wheel, four-channel anti-lock braking system with electronic brake force distribution. The
package creates a balanced chassis with ride and handling that is unrivaled in its segment. Like
Explorer, the new Sport Trac is just as comfortable on the freeway as it is driving down a
washboard road, with the ideal balance of road isolation and ride control. The Explorer Sport
Trac also features the same class-leading safety package offered on the Ford Explorer. In the
case of an accident, the new Sport Trac offers enhanced rollover and side-impact protection
and four new adaptive-safety technologies that help determine the degree of frontal-impact
protection based on crash severity, occupant size, and safety-belt usage. The exclusive
vehicle-roll-motion sensor performs its duties approximately times per second. Sport Trac also
features standard side-impact air bags for the driver and front passenger. Mounted in the
outboard side of each front seat, these air bags further enhance protection for the chests of
front-seat occupants in the event of a side collision. Sport Trac will resume production at in the
spring of at the Louisville Assembly Plant, as a model. Production of the outgoing model
ceased in June, Andy Reiss. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Ford Explorer.
Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The first
mid-sized pickup truck produced by Ford, the Sport Trac was marketed from the to the model
years skipping the model year. Produced over two generations, the Ford Explorer Sport Trac
shared its chassis and much of its body from the Ford Explorer SUV with the pickup truck bed
designed specifically for the model line. As Ford developed the fifth-generation Ford Explorer
SUV for the model year, the Sport Trac was phased out of the model line, with production

ending in October Closely matching the Sport Trac in size, the fourth-generation Ford Ranger
serves the same market function in its SuperCrew four-door crew cab configuration. To
accommodate for the addition of a pickup bed, the wheelbase of the Explorer Sport Trac was
lengthened from As with the Ford Explorer and Ford Explorer Sport, rear-wheel drive was
standard, with ControlTrac four-wheel drive as an optional powertrain configuration. A hp SOHC
4. A five-speed manual transmission was standard, with a five-speed automatic transmission
available as an option. During the model year, the 4. For , the chassis was given four-wheel disc
brakes replacing rear drum brakes with the rear discs being the largest offered on a solid rear
axle Explorer The fuel tank was also enlarged from 20 gallons to 22 gallons. Built on a
lengthened Ford Explorer chassis, the Sport Trac was constructed using parts from three Ford
vehicles, with the addition of model-specific pickup truck bed. Sharing the front fascia and
fenders with the two-door Explorer Sport, the four-door cab was constructed from the four-door
Ford Explorer with modified rear doors. Designed specifically for the Sport Trac, the inch long
[1] pickup bed was constructed entirely of plastic composite material; the tailgate was shared
with the Ford F SuperCrew. To add additional load space for the shortened pickup bed, Ford
offered a metal load extender to be used with the tailgate. Another option included a removable
hard plastic tonneau cover for the pickup bed. Sharing its interior with the two-door and
four-door Explorer which shared much of its dashboard with the Ranger , the Sport Trac
retained the fold-down rear seats of the four-door Explorer to expand storage space. A full
rubber floor was standard as in base-trim pickup trucks , with berber-style carpet floor mats.
The Sport Trac was configured with a power-retractable "Breezeway" rear window a feature last
used by Ford on the Mercury line in place of a sliding rear window. In another revision, the
B-pillars were changed from black to body-colored. For , the gray bumpers and side skirts were
darkened in color; a new option offered body-color bumpers and side skirts. After skipping the
model year, the new design was released as for the model year. As part of the redesign, the
wheelbase was stretched to In a break from its predecessor, the Sport Trac adopted the
four-wheel independent suspension of the Ford Explorer; with the exception of the Honda
Ridgeline and Hummer H1 , the Sport Trac became the first pickup truck with such a suspension
layout. As a standard engine, the second-generation Sport Trac retained the 4. For the first time
the Sport Trac offered a V8 engine option, the hp 4. The five-speed manual transmission was
discontinued, with the 5R55W five-speed automatic becoming standard equipment with the 4.
Again derived from a lengthened Ford Explorer, the second-generation Sport Trac was fitted
with a plastic composite pickup truck bed. As the two-door Ford Explorer Sport was
discontinued in , the second-generation Sport Trac adopted the front fascia of the four-door
Explorer. In a minor styling shift, while the large front fender flares were withdrawn, the rear
ones continued, styled similar to the F FlareSide pickup bed. Largely sharing its rear doors with
the Ford Explorer with a lack of a rear wheel cutout in the lower corners, due to the longer
wheelbase , the Sport Trac retained a Hofmeister kink in the rear quarter windows. As with its
predecessor, the Sport Trac retained the power-retractable "breezeway" rear window. For , the
Adrenalin appearance package see below was added, along with the addition of SYNC as an
infotainment media system. On the Sport Trac, the XLT mid-range on the Explorer served as the
standard trim level, with the Limited serving as the upgraded trim level. Along with the
standardization of many optional features of the XLT, the monochromatic Limited replaces the
chrome grille and black lower body trim of the XLT with a body-color grille and trim. Powered by
a supercharged version of the 4. While the SVT-supercharged V8 was not included, many
design elements of the model were included, including its blacked-out headlights, black grille,
model-specific bumpers, model-specific front fenders distinguished by side vents ,
monochromatic interior trim, integrated running boards, and inch alloy wheels. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. The Car Design Yearbook 4. Ford vehicles. Ford Motor
Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Categories : Ford vehicles Sport utility
trucks All-wheel-drive vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles s cars Cars introduced in Motor
vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Pickup truck Class 1.
Ford Explorer Mercury Mountaineer. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max.
Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty.
Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. It provides a roomy, versatile
cabin and well-rounded performance, but ride is stiff and choppy and the engine is unrefined. A
tip-up of the two-wheel-drive version in the gov't rollover test is a concern. The four-wheel-drive
version performed better. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle
identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The

dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results.
Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a
smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to
reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission
performance is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch
actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own
fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the
manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we
run two separate circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's
Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city
course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road
tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite
of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no
wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating,
including the avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves
when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates
and absorbs road imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces.
Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front
Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers
of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the
rear seat is for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas
Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the
vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA
ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the
amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared
to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History
Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of
vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any
serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered
serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the
table below. The results are presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is
given to the more serious areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this
data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle
was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor
Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission
sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability.
Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey
data from our annual survey on more than half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great
insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over
again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate
their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate
systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort
Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you
wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all
Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS standard. Head protection air bags available from ,
standard from Side air bags and ESC standard from Drive Wheels. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I
test drove was a cute car, but the cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was
ok but not great. The salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked
in front of my husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales

person not personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said
spend as much time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or
answer any questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. Every employee that I
spoke with was friendly, helpful and professional. If one did not know the answer, they would
find someone that did. They really try to help you get a vehicle , They go out of their way to help
you I would like to come I. And see what you have tomorrow? Had Vehicle waiting for us before
we arrived, insurance requirements where a bit frustrating, as we couldn't leave until everything
was in place She sent me an email in the morning saying it had sold. The dealer responded
quickly to my inquiry. The listing was accurate the truck was new. The truck was available for a
test drive and the salesperson was helpful and accommodating. This is the second truck we
have purchased from this dealership. I would recommend them to friends and family. I've been
to Iraq-Afghanistan and around the world as well. This was the sleaziest business enterprise
I've ever encountered, the inside of the vehicles were saturated with odors and the office looked
like some sort storage facility. I purchased a vehicle the same day I visited this site at a
professional establishment. The dealership contacting me right away and the Toyota Corolla I
purchased was super clean and ready for me to test drive before I got there! Super friendly staff,
definitely recommend. Went to look at 2 Silverados they had both had body damage that was
not shown in pictures and both had severe rust underneath and in the bed of the trucks. They
look like they came from up north where they use salt on the rds. Honestly A much better
experience than a big dealership. Made me feel comfortable and they where ready to work out a
deal with me. They got straight to the point. No Hassels No BS. I would come here again. Very
good. Took time was informative and helped me get my car. Not pushy. Knowledgeable and
addressed my concerns. Eddie was a good guy and a professional. We would of bought the
truck except there was a last minute problem with the engine check light. So we bought a truck
elsewhere. He called me back when it was fixed but we had already bought the other truck. The
truck was clean and was just as advertised. I would definitely recommend this dealership.
Highly recommend this dealership. Without any pressure. He delivered me an immaculate
vehicle for an amazing price I couldn't walk away from. Very kind and professional. My parents
went to look for me because I am out of town. They were very accommodating showed us
several vehicles while I was on video and followed up with a call. I have to say that Priscilla
Gonzales was a real pleasure to work with. She was honest and trustworthy. I went to test drive
2 Honda Pilot vehicles that were for sale and he made it effortless without any pressure or
stress. He wanted to make sure that my experience shopping was going to be a good one and
he exceeded it. He knew about the cars he is selling, pointing out details otherwise I would not
have noticed. He made shopping here very nice. I would recommend this dealer for a good used
car. Maybe this is a smaller establishment as they did not answer right away but did call me
back. Very helpful and friendly. I would recommend, definitely. I ended up buying elsewhere but
I like em anyway. The Sport Trac combines the comfort of a sport-utility vehicle with the
flexibility of a pickup, resulting in a new hybrid creature called a Sport Utility Truck. The
Explorer Sport Trac was designed to appeal to drivers who wanted comfort as well as
ruggedness and versatility. Demand for the Sport Trac has always run slightly ahead of supply,
so it appears that Ford has calculated its market well. Launched in to great fanfare, the Explorer
Sport Trac has been one of the models Ford used to introduce new safety features and styling
touches. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not
Available. Request Information. Read more. Very happy with this Ford Explorer Sport Trac, low
miles, one owner truck with all documentation of service. Very clean and well maintain truck.
Love that it has plenty of back seat room as well as tow kit and isnt a huge oversized truck. Its
just the right fit for me. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago
IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford
dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers
in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has

costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
pontiac g8 stereo
2002 toyota avalon owners manual
minn kota wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

